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Highlights of this issue:

Our planet is about to go into three days of darkness, produced by placing a circular space craft between us and the Sun, like an eclipse. There will be some twilight during the normal “day time”.
During this period, there will be a mini stasis (suspended animation) to remove the dark controllers who don't want peace or any of the celestial agreed-upon plans in these End Times before the new Golden Age.
Some people will go to starships for briefings within these periods.
There are still public announcements planned after the three days of darkness when people will be told that a mini stasis has occurred, and why.
Keep enough provisions for your household, including any pets, for three days without electricity.
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This newsletter includes relevant information from global and higher realms as major positive changes to Earth and humanity unfold in these prophesied end times. We are co-creating a new Golden Age, connecting once more to the physical and non-physical universes through the process of Ascension, with assistance from our galactic brothers and sisters. Suppressed truth is surfacing rapidly, and indeed shall set us free.
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Editorial
This issue is a mini one, virtually another Clayton's job!
I was informed recently that the main 5-years-or-so major stasis was delayed. Now we are informed that a mini stasis is again in the divine plan to remove the dark ones. This will be done within three days of darkness.
Don't be in fear of this, it is standard procedure to rid planets of dark people. These dark ones are apparently still planning some dastardly deeds for humanity and the planet.
The three main messages are quite straight forward. There has been little other information of great importance to share in the last month or so. There are suggestions of more information to come from Gabriel and AA (of) Michael at AbundantHope.net.au/pages , but no details are listed. Keep an eye on this site for more information in the coming days.
We finally could meet on board a starship in a nano-day or so!!
Tony - May 28, 2012

Galactic and World News (Edited)

(May 23, 2012) CHRIST MICHAEL THROUGH CANDACE FRIEZE: (Three Days of Darkness) 
Dearly beloveds, a few days ago you saw a brief message about the days of approaching darkness [it was a heading at AH, without text!!]. This was planned long ago and is the usual method of ridding a planet of the dark living beings. The time has come, and although we did not cover this long ago, it is used with a mini-stasis so that ones do not have to witness the removals.  It is so very simple, we just eclipse the Sun with a large craft.  This was done 2000 years go on the day of the cross, to remind people of that great travesty, but only for a few hours.
This will run 3 days plus the mini-stasis in the middle.  The populace will only be aware of the 3 days.  Many of you may be aboard craft during that time to be briefed.  We will commence the teaching period shortly thereafter.
We have arranged that electricity will not function, so consider that in your preparations.  The day times will not be as dark as night,  just mid-twilight is to be expected, there is some light released around the eclipsed area.
This is long prophesied and we have come to this point after all attempts otherwise have gone without comprehension.  Everyone on the planet will of course notice!  This is divine in nature, and not OF nature so they will know, in whatever beliefs they have of "god", that this is OF God.  The timing will occur on my direction, based on multiple conditions including the Wave.
It is a shame you dark ones that it comes to this, and many of you are already judged by the courts and will be facing your removal, and in many cases your extermination.  We always win dear dark brothers, and you have lost your game.
Candace: This does NOT cause Earth changes or other serious issues. I would think maybe a little on weather effects.  It is NOT the time of the magic ascension either, don't read something into that.  Many folks are "hearing" this now about the dark days, I have seen a lot of posting on forums about it.  I covered it for my God-like Productions (GLP) readers here:   http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1689464/pg55 '
Just plan on what you need in the absence of heat and light. Candles and batteries will work.  I don't know if you would want to be out amongst people in fear.  Obviously there will be an issue with shopping, since there will be no electricity.  I assume you won't be going to work.  Stand tall.
From Tony: The GLP reference discusses a second sun being recorded next to our current Sun. In some evidence, it looks too big to be Jupiter. Other comments by Candace are:
"We will never be moving to another 'density'. We will always be a 2nd density planet. We will move up in dimensions, not density. Second density planets are evolutionary worlds with intelligent life. First density orbs are suns, moons etc. 

We are already in 4th dimension. We cannot move into 5th dimension until society has built a 5d society. Which is one of global peace and certain technology advancements. When we are in 5d, our current electrical systems will NOT work, so before then we have to convert to energy systems that will work, get off the oil [and coal] for energy etc.
The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and strive to develop your soul/mind and heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just "believing on Jesus" by some religions does not cut the mustard. 
There aren't going to be any more 3d cycles here. You should know by going within. The only "free will" thing about it is where you are and whether you are aligned with what is coming here, or need to move to other worlds because you are not. Also determining, is where you are from, and what your current level is. We have covered this before in this thread, I am pretty sure and in others of mine. Plus on my website within the various teachings."
NOTE: The cheap small stove burners with mini gas canisters would be suitable for cooking or heating water, as would bottled gas barbeques, but only do this in a well-ventilated area to outside atmosphere. It will be very cold after the first day without sunshine. You will need plenty of blankets. Tap water could cease or be frozen. Keep bottled or container water on hand for drinking. Great time for tinned and packaged food. Be very careful of burning candles as you could be put into suspended animation, and they will still burn. Firemen will be “asleep” also! Phones, television and radio stations won't work because generators will not work, no a/c electricity will. If you can find any shops open, you may need some small currency money and petrol purchased beforehand. Eat light foods and drink plenty of water before all this happens, to keep your cells in good condition for tranfer to starships.
 
(May 26, 2012) SIRAYA THROUGH JOHAN: (Confirmation of Days of Darkness)
Greetings to all of you, children of the Light, I am Siraya, representing Creator Source in Orvonton.
 
It is my greatest pleasure to confirm that what your most esteemed Creator Son, Michael of Nebadon, has announced, is upon us. From a universal perspective, call it nano-seconds [better than soon?]. His courtesy call to give notice of the days of the darkened Sun has brought great joy amongst many dignitaries from all over Creation who have been front row, on the edge of their seats. And most recently been witnessing the last pieces of the puzzle, chess game if you like, being skilfully manoeuvred, masterminded into place. 
 
What has been sent by Creator Source by his decree, agreed upon by ALL involved, is making his entry as we speak. The Wave will impact accordingly and appropriately and will propel forward the long-awaited finale of the most tedious works your Sovereign has endeavoured upon so far.
 
To reach this highest possible level of perfection, with so many variables and constant deal breakers or unexpected twists and turns at play, this deserves more then merely a quotation in the annals of this local universe. This feat, once determined a 'done deal', will be further studied and adored far outside its enormous frontiers and boundaries. It is the cornerstone many would have rejected, but your Creator Son [CM] accepted this challenge truly against all odds, not knowing its precise outcome by far. It is not the end, that never can be reached, as within the one Creation, cycles come and go, ever-expanding within an omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient supreme intelligent power that never stops. 
 
Those in the knowing have reasons to rejoice, while standing firm still; those unknowing will be removed or made aware, much to their surprise. I therefore choose to bring those glad tidings from my heart and equally from our Creator Source, in the knowing of a lot more work to be accomplished, but glad with where we stand. 
 
I bless all you Light Warriors and Star Seeds who stood tall no matter the storms. Your work and hearts' contents has not gone unnoticed at all. I am Siraya, in service of Creator Source.
 
(May 27, 2012) CHRIST MICHAEL WITH TARGETED MESSAGE TO THE DARK ONES: (Channeller not given)  (You are Die Hard Slaves of an Uncreated Master)
We have long known what the problem is and we have long known who the problem is.  You are die hard slaves of an uncreated master and now the weight of it is fully and squarely upon your own shoulders.

We also have been apprised for quite some time of your plan to ‘bring it all together’ and it is for this that we have brought into play the ‘three days of darkness’.  Either you cease and desist and let us do what must and will be done without your arrogant and psychopathic need to render the destruction of this world, WHICH WILL NEVER HAPPEN NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO, or you continue with your plan of a false flag assassination attempt of your Obama that you will then officially blame on Iran while spreading rumours on the street that it was the work of White Supremacists in order to create your long awaited and planned for, racial holy war. 
Such a move to declare martial law will have no meaning.  At the first intent of manifestation of such an evil and destructive chain of events, we shall pull the plug and all of your efforts will be for naught, nothing, nada, zip!  The three days will commence sooner, rather than later, you will all be rounded up, no matter where you hide, and taken straight to the courts of Orvonton and that will be that.
Our ground people all agree that you, and those that have sold their souls to you, are the ones that must be dealt with first and foremost, and so we shall.  We are chomping at the bit to get this done and are quite happy to have you give us a valid reason to accelerate our schedule.  Either way, the result will be the same, so [go ahead], if you are willing to pay the full price for it.  Your hurry to ‘beat us to the punch’ holds no meaning.  Your means are futile as is your hope for your desired ends.  You believe that might makes right.  You have not yet seen the might of the Heavenly Hosts of Legions of Armies of God! 

You showed no mercy but persecuted the poor and needy.  You have slain the innocent and the broken in heart.  You have loved cursing and eschew blessing.  As you have clothed yourself, so shall it be in you and with you.  The memory of you shall be cut off from this beautiful Earth Shan Gaia and all upon her will receive their just due! 

YOUR DAY HAS COME TO PAY THE FULL MEASURE OF THE DEBT THAT YOU CREATED AND TOOK UPON YOUR OWN HEADS TO PAY!  AS YOU YOURSELVES HAVE SWORN, SO SHALL IT BE UPON YOU!   TEN THOUSAND WORTHLESS KOL NIDRES WILL NOT SAVE YOU!  IT IS DONE! THE WAVE OF DIVINE BEING HAS REACHED YOUR SHORE AND NOTHING YOU DO CAN STOP WHAT IS ALREADY HAPPENING.

We are preparing our ones for what must be done.  We suggest you do the same and surrender willingly.  You may surrender unwillingly, if you insist.  Either way, you will surrender.

You have been told and now, all requirements have been fulfilled.  Let us all be at our stations and get to it.

I AM CHRIST MICHAEL ATON, SUPREME, UNCONDITIONAL, UNIVERSAL SOVEREIGN OF NEBADON, THE UNIVERSE OF MY OWN MAKING, AND COMMANDER OF THE GALACTIC FEDERATION OF LIGHT, AND LORD OF HOSTS OF LEGIONS OF ARMIES OF ARCHANGELS AND ANGELS, AND HEAD OF THE SPIRITUAL HIERARCHY OF NEBADON.  MY WORD AND WILL ARE LAW AND ONE WITH THE SOURCE AND CENTRE OF ALL THINGS IN THE PARADISE TRINITY.
LORD SUREA [Siraya] AND ALL THE INVOLVED COUNCILS ARE OF ONE ACCORD, AS ARE THE ELOHIM, AND SPEAK WITH ONE VOICE IN THIS MATTER.  THERE IS ONLY ONE OUTCOME AND THAT IS THE HEAVENLY FATHER’S WILL, THROUGH US ALL, AS ONE.

SO IS IT AND SO IT IS.
(These pieces are under copyright protection of  http://www.abundanthope.net . It may be placed anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site.  It is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it can be found at the link.  Thankyou, Candace.)
(End of newsletter)
 



